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The Road goes ever on and on
Down from the door where it began.

Now far ahead the Road has gone,
And I must follow, if I can,

Pursuing it with eager feet,
Until it joins some larger way

Where many paths and errands meet.
And wither then? I cannot say.

From "The Lord of the Rings"
JRR Tolkien

To my fellow travellers
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ABBREVIATIONS

AE Cumulative relative error in the 133-Xenon input.
BM Mean flow calculated from biexponential flow parameters.
CBF Cerebral blood flow.
fg Grey matter flow.
GP Grey matter percentage.
IA Intra-arterial (administration of 133-Xenon).
IFI Initial (1-2 min) monoexponential flow index.
IH Inhalation (of 133-Xenon).
IV Intravenous (administration of 133-Xenon).
ISI Initial slope index (monoexponential flow index).
PCR Peak count rate.
PET Positron emission tomography.
RA Radiation artefact from 133-Xenon in the airways.
rCBF Regional cerebral blood flow.
SFI Second (2-3 min) monoexponential flow index.
SFT Start fit time for flow analysis from clearance curve.
SPECT Single photjn emission computer-aided tomography.
A Blood-brain partition coefficient.



INTRODUCTION

In 1945 Kety and Schmidt opened up the field of direct functional

studies of the human brain based upon measurements of the cere-

bral blood flow (CBF) and metabolism measurements. They recorded

the uptake in the brain tissue of an inert gas (nitrous oxide)

and the arterio-venous difference of oxygen and glucose. A few

years later Kety (1951) laid the general theoretical foundations

for studies of blood flow with diffusible gases. They introduced

what was then the only method, besides recording of the cerebral

electrical activity, to measure the cerebral functions directly.

Normally there is a tight coupling between the cerebral blood

flow, the metabolism and the neuronal activity of the brain (Kety

and Schmidt 1948, Schmidt 1950, Sokoloff 1955, Ingvar 1958). This

enabled cne use of the CBF measurements in normal non-anoxic

tissue as an indicator of cerebral metabolism and nerve cell

function. The introduction by Lassen and Ingvar (1961) and Lassen

et al. (1963) of the regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) measure-

ments with intra-arterial (IA) administration of an inert gas,

(85-Krypton or 133-Xenon), and extracranial recording of clearan-

ce curves, marked another important step towards a regional study

of brain functions.

Initially, the calculation of CBF from the clearance curves of

the radioactive isotope was made with methods that gave the mean

CBF during the clearance period (Kety and Schmidt 1945, Zierler

1965). However, the cerebral clearance curves after an IA admini-

stration of a radioactive noble gas could normally be separated

into two distinct components with different clearance velocity

(Ingvar and Lassen 1962). Further investigations showed that tne

fast and the slow clearance components represented the blood flow



in the grey (fg) and the white (fw) matter respectively (HjJedt-

Rasmussen and SkinheSj 1966, Reivich et al. 1969). This led to

methods to calculate each flow component separately by means of a

biexponential analysis of the clearance curves (Hjledt-Rasmussen

et al 1966), or, for fg mainly, by monoexponential analysis of

the initial segment of the curves ("initial slope") (Olesen et

al. 1971). Thus a study of the relation between each flow compo-

nent and cerebral activations was made possible. A 133-Xenon

injection into the internal carotid artery gives a high radio-

activity selectively in the homolateral cerebral hemisphere even

with a rather low (5-10 mCi) 133-Xenon dose. With this technique

it is thus possible to measure rCBF, with a favourable signal to

noise ratio and high resolution by means of 254 detectors over

one hemisphere (Sveinsdottir et al. 1977). Such IA rCBF studies

(and also studies with lower resolution) revealed "functional

landscapes" (Ingvar and Lassen 1975, Ingvar 1982) of cortical

grey matter flow which showed a meaningful relation to various

forms of cerebral activity. This has enabled new insights in the

functional organization of the cerebral cortex in man (Ingvar and

Lassen 1975, Larsen et al. 1978, Nishizawa et al. 1982, Roland

and Larsen 1976, Roland et al. 1977, 1980).

However, although the injections of a 133-Xenon solution into an

internal carotid artery has caused \jery few complications (Ingvar

and Lassen 1973), the risks involved have nevertheless limited

the use of IA rCBF and led to the development of alternative

methods for rCBF measurements with 133-Xenon.

Inhalation (IH) of 133-Xenon/air mixture was introduced by

Mallett and Veal 1 (1965). It was, however, not possible to get

reliable flow values with that method until computer procedures

were developed to compensate for the prolonged administration



time for 133-Xenon (Fletcher 1970). When 133-Xenon is administe-

red by inhalation, the isotope goes not only to the brain but

also to the whole body including extracerebral tissues. However,

since the extracerebral blood flow is normally much lower than

the grey matter flow, that low flow component, together with

white matter flow, can be separated from the grey matter flow by

biexponential analysis of the 133-Xenon clearance curves (Obrist

et al. 1975).

Intravenous (IV) administration of 133-Xenon was introduced by

Agnoli et al. (1969) and Austin et al. (1972). This technique is

closely similar to IH rCBF in that the administration time is

prolonged, mainly because the radioactive isotope first goes to

the lung, before entering the arterial blood stream. In IV rCBF,

like in IH rCBF studies, 133-Xenon also goes to extracerebral

tissues seen by the extracranial detectors, as well as to the

brain. However, IV rCBF measurements have the advantage over IH

rCBF that: 1/ the IV administration is easier for the subject

since it gives less disturbance of the respiration, 2/ it gives

less radiation artefacts from the airways due to less 133-Xenon

in the respiratory air, and 3/ it causes a shorter duration of

the i33-Xenon input to the brain which is favorable for high flow

resolution (paper II). Both IH and IV rCBF are complicated by the

difficulty to use the earliest segments of the 133-Xenon clearan-

ce curves for flow analysis, due to radiation artefacts from

133-Xenon in the airways. Since the information of the highest

flow components resides in the earliest part of the clearance

curves, failure to use it in the flow analysis limites the rCBF

sensitivity to changes in grey matter blood flow (fg) concomitant

to cerebral activation. In IH and IV rCBF the 133-Xenon is

distributed in the whole body. This gives the advantage that both

cerebral hemispheres can be studied simultaneously. The draw-back



is that only a small part (approx. 10 %) of the injected radio-

active isotope reaches the brain and this gives a much lower

spatial resolution than for IA rCBF. In spite of this, however,

the atraumatic IH rCBF has been extensively and successfully used

in neuropsychological research (Risberg 1980).

The introduction of tomographic techniques (Single Photon Emisson

Computer-aided Tomography, SPECT) in 133-Xenon rCBF measurements

(Stokeley et al. 1980) enabled three-dimensional studies of the

cerebral blood flow. With the earlier two-dimensional rCBF

techniques mainly the cortical regions close to the detectors are

measured, but with the three-dimensional method the subcortical

regions are also open for investigation. When positron-emitting

isotopes of oxygen, carbon, nitrogen and fluor (positron emission

tomography, PET) are used not only CBF but also a inultitude of

other important cerebral functions such as the cerebral metabo-

lism of glucose (Sokoloff et al. 1977), oxygen and protein as

well as cerebral oxygen extraction (Jones et al. 1976) can be

measured three-dimensionally (for review, see Phelps et al.

1982).

In view of the prodigious technical and methodological develop-

ment since the introduction of the nitrous oxide technique by

Kety and Schmidt (1945) it was reasonable to expect that our

knowledge of the function of the human brain would progress

rapidly. Doubtlessly, the initial methodological developments

including the development of the IA rCBF systems (Lassen and

Ingvar 1961) were paralleled by a vast increase in our knowledge

on functional patterns of cerebral organization (Ingvar 1983,

1985, Roland 1984).
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The IH and IV rCBF techniques are considerably more complex than

the IA method, mainly due to the prolonged 133-Xenon input and

the difficulties to use the earliest part of the clearance

curves. Due to these methodological problems the validity of IH

(and IV) rCBF values was initially questioned (Jensen et al

1966). The development of the biexponential method for flow

analysis from IH clearance curves (Obrist et al. 1975) reestab-

lished the validity of thi. IH and IV rCBF methods. However, the

attempts to solve the technical complexities in the IH and IV

rCBF methods have produced numerous additional methods for rCBF

analysis (Wyper et al. 1976, Jablonski et a'. 1980, Hazelrig et

al. 1981, Kanno and Lassen 1979, Stokeley 1985) as well as a

number of different blood flow indices (Risberg et al. 1975,

Halsey et al. 1981, Obrist and Wilkinson 1979). As a consequence,

the research with IH and IV rCBF systems has been hampered by the

difficulty to interprete and to compare the results from diffe-

rent research centers. The same problem is in principle also

inhert in the three-dimensional SPECT systems since they are

generally used with IH or IV 133-Xenon administration.

The PET techniques which theoretically are the most powerful

tools for the study of brain function can, due to their high

level of complexity, only be used for the study of a comparative-

ly small number of subjects. The objects for PET studies are

consequently limited to those with features prominent enough to

show statistical significance for a small number of measurements.

Thus a crucial point for the progress of rCBF research today is a

thorough 1/ theoretical evaluation of the function of the mea-

surement systems, 2/ theoretical evaluation of the results of the

11



different techniques for flow analysis and 3/ the development of
methods for extraction of the information on functionally related
regional flow changes from the measured rCBF values.

This thesis describes the development and use of such methods to
improve the reliability of IV rCBF measurements.



THE AIMS OF THE PRESENT STUDY

1/ To develop theoretical models to evaluate a/ the high flow

sensitivity and b/ the variability cf the CBF values, when

A/ the number of counts recorded in the clearance curves is

decreased due to low isotope dose and a narrow collimation.

(paper V)

B/ the "start fit time" (SFT) is changed for the segment of

the clearance curve used for flow analysis, (paper II and

V).

2/ To develop a method which minimizes the effect of the radia-

tion artefact from 133-Xenon in the airways, and which enables

the use of early segments of the clearance curves for CBF

analysis, (paper I)

3/ To evaluate an IV rCBF system, with 30 detectors over each

hemisphere and an SFT of 1.0 minutes by measurement of resting

rCBF in normals for determination of (paper IV)

A/ the mean hemisphere CBF values and their variability,

B/ the inter- and intrahemisphere variability of the rCBF

values,

C/ the variability between repeated CBF measurements,

D/ The dependence of the regional CBF distribution on the use

of the 1-2 min. segment of the clearance curves in the flow

analysis.

13



4/ To document the usefulness of the 2 x 30 detectors IV rCBF

system, and cf methods for evaluation of rCBF results, in

studies of normals during

A/ stimulation by radiant warmth and heat pain in normal

volunteers (paper III),

B/ speech and humming in neurologically normal patients (paper

VI).

14



PHEORY

From the principle of conservation of matter (the Fick princip-

le), follows that the change in the quantity, Q., of a tracer

substance in a given volume, V, is the amount transported into

the volume minus the amount leaving the volume. If the transpor-

tation takes place only by blood flow, F, we get:

= F . ( C a - C v ) (D

where C and C is the concentration of tracer substance in

arterial and venous blood respectively. If there is an proportio-

nality between the tissue concentration C. and C :

Ct .

and we divide with the volume then (1) becomes:

(2)

dCt _= f-(C, - t
A

(3)

where f = J L
V

Equation (3) has the solution:
t

Ct(t) = f .y*Ca ffl.exp U (T- t)].dT
0

(cf. Kety 1951)

(4)
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For CBF measurements with n independent flow compartments (4) can

be generalized to:
t

Cs(t) = a £ w . • f. • /ca (J).exp [K.- (T- t)]. dT (5)
1

0
er

01 is a proportionality constant

where C is the number of recorded counts/second

Formula (5) is the wellknown formula which describes the tissue

clearance which can be recorded after administration of a radio-

active inert gas like 133-Xenon.

The three conditions that have to be fulfilled for (5) to be

fully valid for CBF measurements are:

A/ that there is a close proportionality between C. and C ,
I* V

B/ that there is independence (no intercompartment diffusion)

between the different flow compartments.

C/ that the flow parameters f, w and A remains constant during

the used time segment of the clearance curve.

The condition A/ was discussed thoroughly by Kety (1951) at the

introduction of this CBF theory. His conclusion was that for a

freely diffucible tracer substance, such as 133-Xenon, at normal

conditions, (flow values within the physiological range, no

increased diffusion distance due to vascular occlusions) the

proportionality between Ct and Cy can be approximated by
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the tissue/blood solubility for the tracer substance (for 133-

Xenon: 0.8 in grey matter; 1.5 in white matter). Similarily, when

an air soluble, freely diffusible tracer substance, like 133-

Xenon is given intravenously or by inhalation, the relation

betwen alveolar air and lung capillary blood concentration is

given by the relation between the solubilities. Very high flow

(like arterio-venous shunting) or markedly increased diffusion

distance for the tracer substance (i.e. vascular occlusion) both

have the effect or making the effective A-value smaller (and

time dependent).

The condition B/, that there is no intercompartment diffusion of

the tracer substance, has recently been commented upon (Eintrei

et al. 1985, v. Kummer and v. Kries 1985) to the effect that it

cannot be neglected in all measurement conditions.

The intercompartment diffusion of the inert tracer substance in a

volume with two flow components decreases the concentration

gradient between the flow compartments.

When diffusion is included formula (1) becomes

dQ tD dC
tD

dx
(0) (6)

where A is the diffusion area

D is the diffusion constant
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dC
tD ,Q^ is the concentration gradient for the tracer

substance over the diffusion border (x=0).

At steady state conditions (small diffusion distance, slow

changes in tracer concentrations compared to the diffusion time)

then
dt dt

Subtraction of (1) fro;;i (6) and insertion of (2) then gives:

dC

dx

tD _ _F_ fc c . for X = 0
(7)

which inserted in (6) gives the solution for each flow compart-

ment:

AC.
(Ca - — r

A

i
- t) • dT

I
(8)

where C. can be shown to be proportional to the difference in

tracer concentrations between the two flow compartments:

AC, = _J L (9)

1 +
O O */*'1
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where C, and C, are the tracer concentration in each flow

firstcompartment respectively and A C , is A C . for the

flow compartment.

Thus the intercompartment diffusion plays the role of a systema-

tic error in the arterial input function C . Since the informa-
a

tion about the high flow component mainly resides in the early
segment of the clearance curve where C is maximal, the effect

a

of function (8) and (9) is that the error due to diffusion is

negligible for high flow components. For low flow components,

however, the intercompartmental diffusion gives erroneously high

flow values, and the error may be considerable.

The condition C, that the flow parameters must remain constant

during the CBF measurement, has the main consequence that in

order to be reliable the CBF Ti&asurement must be made at steady

state, and activations must consequently be started long enough

before the measurement to allow CBF to adjust to the new condi-

tions. However, it is also worth to notice that this condition

does not hold if intercompartment diffusion plays any considerab-

le role during the measurement period. Thus, not even non com-

partmental flow measurements, such as the height/area measurement

of Zierler (1965), are entirely unaffected by intercompartment

tracer substance diffusion.

Calculation of CBF from 133-Xenon clearance curves

The simplest, and the initial method to determine CBF from the

clearance curve of an inert tracer substance, was to calculate

the mean blood flow. Kety and Schmidt (1945) divided the maximal

arterial concentration of the inhaled ^ 0 with the area between



the arterial and venous concentration curves to calculate the

mean flow. Zierler (1965) showed that when the radioactive tracer

substance was given intra-arterially and detected by extracranial

counting, the relation between the maximum curve height and the

area gives the mean CBF. To account for the different solubili-

ties for the tracer substance in the tissues and in the blood the

measurement result should be multiplied with an average A-value

which, however, is close to unity (for the whole brain) for

133-Xenon. In both cases the computations are based on the Fick

principle: the amount of tracer transported to or cleared from

the tissue is equal to the amount of tracer carried by the blood

flow.

A further development of the CBF analysis was the biexponential

method where the recorded clearance curve is approximated by the

sum of two calculated clearance curves corresponding to a high

and a low flow component. The biexponential method was first used

for TA clearance curves by Hjtedt-Rasmussen et al. (1966) and

later adapted for IH and IV rCBF by Obrist et al. (1975). The

biexponential method yields flow values for the fast and slow

flow compartments as well as the relative weight of these com-

partments. In low flow conditions, however, the separation

between the flow components may be incomplete, in which case the

results from biexponential analysis becomes unreliable, especial-

ly in IH and IV rCBF where the extracerebral blood flow may

influence the result. The biexponential analysis also has the

drawback in low flow conditions that focal low flow regions may

be overlooked through the detection of a small component with

normal flow, due to "cross-talk" from other regions (Bolmsjö

1984).
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Monoexponential analysis of an early segment of the clearance

curve yields only a single flow value, which is related to the

mean CBF but is dominated by the high flow component. Such

monoexponential flow indices were first introduced for IA rCBF by

Olesen et al. (1971) and for IH rCBF by Risberg et al. (1975).

The monoexponential flow index does not show the instability of

the biexponential values at low flow conditions, but is more

sensitive to the influence of the extracerebral blood flow

components at IH and IV rCBF.

A recent addition to the methods of rCBF analysis is the "early

picture" method by Kanno and Lassen (1979) which utilizes the

fact that regional 133-Xenon distribution in the initial part of

the clearance curves is proportional to the rCBF ("the bolus

fractionation principle", Sapirstein 1956). However, to determine

the absolute flow level , an additive flow analysis from the

shape of the clearance curves is necessary.



Summary and conclusions on the theoretical conditions for rCBF

measurements

Reviewing the background and the theory for rCBF measurements the

following conditions are established for the use of flow measure-

ments with 133-Xenon as a reliable indicator for indirect, mea-

surements of cerebral functional activity.

1/ Ti.ere is a strict coupling between rCBF and regional metabo-

lism.

This condition can only be considered to be fulfilled in the

normal non-anoxic brain tissue.

2/ There is a close correlation between the tissue and the venous

concentration of 133-Xenon which can be reliably approximated

by the blood-brain partition coefficient.

This condition can be considered to be fulfilled in the normal

flow range, but not in pathological conditions such as cere-

brovascular occlusions.

3/ Intercompartment diffusion of 133-Xenon has no significant

effect upon the measurement of rCBF values.

This condition appears, according to the present theoretical

evaluation, to share its limitations for fulfilment with

condition 2.
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4/ There is no significant contamination by the extracerebral

flow components at IM or IV rCBF measurements.

This condition can be considered to be fulfilled when the fast

flow component can be calculated separately by biexponential

analysis. At monoexponentiai analysis of an early segment of

the clearance curve, this condition may be considered fulfill-

ed if the grey matter flow is within the normal range, since

the distribution of the tracer substance is approximately

proportional to the flow values.

5/ There is a negligible "look through" effect from surrounding

areas to regions with focal high or low blood flow.

This condition is closely related to condition 4/ and in

general shares the same limitations for fulfilment. Due to the

"slippage" effect, however, the biexponential analysis method

is less reliable than the monoexponentiai flow indices in the

detection of low flow regions. The spatial resolution at rCBF

measurements is also strongly influenced by such factors as

detector collimation and "compton scatter", which causes some

radiation from tissue which is outside the direct view of the

detectors.
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RESULTS

1/ Effect on the CBF values of a/ a low number of counts in the

clearance curve, and b/ changes in the "start fit time" for the

flow analysis of the clearance curve (papers II and V)

A/ The dependence on the number of counts in the clearance curves

of the statistical measurement error of the grey matter flow (fg)

can be calculated from formulas (4) and (7) in paper V, and is

illustrated in Table I below.

Table I. The theoretical dependence of the standard deviation of

the fg value, on the peak count rate (PCR) in the clearance curve

from which it is calculated, and on the statistical error in the
1 1input function (AE). Calculated for fg=90 ml»100 g • min. ,

40 % grey matter and the analysis time 1-11 min. Standard devia-

tion in % of the fg value.

AE

%

0

5

10

15

20

25

25

12.8

13.2

14.2

15.8

17.8

20.0

50

9.1

9.6

11.0

12.9

15.3

17.8

PCR
(counts per

100

6.4

7.1

8.9

11.2

13.9

16.7

200

4.5

5.5

7.6

10.3

13.1

16.0

second)

400

3.2

4.4

6.9

9.8

12.7

15.7

800

2.3

3.8

6.6

9.5

12.5

15.5

1600

1.6

3.5

6.4

9.4

12.4

15.4
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It is obvious that, when the error in the input function (AE) is

close to zero, the variability as expected decreases with the

square root of the increase in the peak count rate (PCR). At

higher AE, however, that error factor dominates. At a "normal" AE

of 10 % (paper V) an increase of PCR from 200 to 800 cps gives

only a 13 % variability decrease instead of the 50 % at AE=O.

Thus, the variability of the fg values at IH and IV rCBF measure-

ment can nut be decreased to the level of IA rCBF measurements by

increasing the amount of 133-Xenon.

B/ The dependence of the variability of the fg values on the

"start fit time" (SFT) for the flow analysis is seen in paper V,

Figs. 2 and 3. There is a pronounced increase in the fg variabi

lity for SFT earlier than about 1 minute and later than about 2

min. The variability increase for SFT > 2 min. is presumably due

to the rapid wash out of 133-Xenon from the grey matter which

makes the fg component increasingly smaller. The dramatic fg

variability increase for SFT < 1 min. is due to the error (AE) in

the input function. It is of interest to note that for a normal

AE of 10 % the fg variability due to measurement error approaches

20 % for SFT=O that is for a "full curve analysis".

The sensitivity to high flow components is also affected by the

SFT (paper II, Fig. 2). Both for IH and IV CBF the theoretical

sensitivity for high flow components decreases dramatically for

analysis times later than about 1.5 min. In contrast, for later

SFT there is an increase in the sensitivity to changes in the

size of the high flow compartment. Thus an optimal SFT for

preserved high flow sensitivity and lowest possible fg variabili-

ty is about 1 minute.
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2/ A method which minimizes the effect of radiat.on from 133-

Xenon in the airways (paper I)

Any method to correct the radiation artefacts from 133-Xenon in

the airways (RA) should optimally be based on a feature which is

normally absent from the clearance curves but which is introduced

by the RA.

For example a correction algorithm which is based on the slope of

the contaminated clearance curve in a given time segment (Risberg

1980) will unavoidably be biassed by the normally occuring slope

of the clearance curves. The RA correction must unconditionally

be independent from the flow calculation from the clearance

curve, since otherwise the shape of the "corrected" initial

segment of the clearance curve will be determined by the flow

values in the later part of the curve, which thwarts the purpose

of RA correction to enable flow analysis of the initial curve

segment. Thus the "full curve analysis" methods which use a

variable error function for RA correction during the flow analy-

sis (Jablonski et al. 1980, Hazelrig et al. 1981) do in fact

mainly use the late part of the clearance curve where the RA

error template approaches zero for flow analysis and, hence, does

not represent a "full curve analysis".

The present method (paper I) uses the rhythmic respiratory

variations of the 133-Xenon concentration in the airways, as a

means to detect, to quantify and to correct for the artefact

influence on the clearance curves. Since such rhythmic variations

are absent from non-contaminated clearance curves, this method

provides a satisfactory means for RA correction which is inde-

pendent from normally occuring features of the clearance curves.
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It should be remembered, however, that all correction methods,

this included, unavoidably increases the statistical uncertainty

of the shape of the corrected segment of the clearance curve.

3/ Evaluation of an IV rCBF system, with 30 detectors over each

hemisphere and an SFT=1.0 for flow analysis, by measurement of

resting rCBF in normals (paper IV)

The methodological considerations above in the comparison between

IV and IH rCBF, especially the deleterious effect on high flow

sensitivity of the high 133-Xenon concentration in the airways

during the first 1.5 minutes of the IH rCBF measurements, led to

the decision to use IV rCBF measurements. The 30 detectors over

each hemisphere were given cylindrical col limators with an

opening of 2.8 sterad which gave a peak count rate of 200-300 cps

for an IV 133-Xenon dose of 0.5 GBq (about 17 mCi) in a young

healthy man. To minimize errors due to variations in head posi-

tion, the detector blocks were given light beams aimed at the

external auditory meatus and the nasion. The chosen SFT of 1.0

min. for the biexponential flow analysis can according to find-

ings in papers II and V be expected to be an optimal SFT for high

flow sensitivity and low variability. The errors due to clearance

curve misalignment during the flow analysis was minimized by

alignment of the initial, steep slope of the curves (cf. Meric et

al. 1979).

Mean hemisphere fg values in normals were higher and had a higher

variability than corresponding results reported from other IV

rCBF laboratories (Austin et al. 1972, Thomas et al. 1979), but

the cerebral mean flow values were close to 50 ml»100 g •

min" which is the expected value for young adults (Lassen
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1985). The variability of the mean hemisphere fg values (27 %)

and of repeated resting measurements for the same subject (18 %)

were considerably higher than the about 6 % predicted measurement

error (paper V). The measured fg variabilities consequently

mainly appears to be due to biological flow variations between

individuals and within the individuals at different times.

The interregional fg variability within the same hemisphere

(12 %) was also considerably higher than the predicted measure-

ment error (4 %) and thus mainly appears to reflect the biologi-

cal variability in regional fg distribution at resting wakeful-

ness. Both the mean hemisphere and the intraregional fg variabi-

lity were highest for the highest fg values, thus presumably

reflecting a higher diversity of the level and patterns of mental

activity in more wakeful than in drowsy subjects.

The association between the highest flow components and the

cortical activity is also evident in the regional distribution of

the fg (paper IV, Fig. 5) with highest flow in the frontal

regions ("hyperfrontality", Ingvar 1979) during resting wakeful-

ness. That the information of the highest flow components mainly

resides in the <2 min. jegment of the clearance curves is eviden-

ced by the fact that while there is a close similarity between

the fg distribution and that of the IFI (1-2 min.) flow index,

there is barely any similarity between the distributions of fg

and the SFI (2-3 min) flow index. That the SFI index is more

closely correlated to the size of the high flow compartment than

to the high flow components is seen in the similarity between the

grey matter weight and the SFI distributions.
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Thus by using an early start fit time for flow analysis and a

high spatial resolution it has been possible to visualize mea-

ningful "brain maps" of cortical blood flow which correlate to

the cerebral activity. The cost for this high flow and spatial

resolution is a fg measurement error of 4 % in the regional flow

distribution which, however, is negligible compared to the

biological variability of 10-12 %.

4/ Studies of normal cerebral functions during a/ stimulation by

radiant warmth and heat pain (paper H I ) , and b/ speech and

humming (paper VI).

The two studies exemplify to different and partly complementing

features of functional rCBF studies with the IV method.

In a/ the number of normal volunteers involved was small (n=4),

and the stimulus conditions were crucial for the results. The

mean hemisphere CBF values were of primary importance, while the

regional analysis had to be relatively crude. The qualitative

aspects of rCRF changes were more important than the quantitative

values. In consequence the initial (1-2 min) flow index, IFI,

with its lower variability was preferred to fg as an indicator of

the grey matter flow. The paired t-test was used to eliminate the

effect of intersubject variations. This qualitative approach,

together with pretrained subjects and only the minimal change of

the stimulus between rCBF measurements gave sufficiently small

variability of the flow values to enable significant conclusions

of the rCBF effects of warmth and heat pain.
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The study showed that the radiant warmth caused a general rCBF

increase. However, if anxiety was avoided, heat pain caused the

general rCBF level to return towards the level at rest. Thus, the

pain sensation per se may not cause a larger rCBF (and metabolic)

response than that of the localized tactile stimulation, provided

that the element of psychic apprehension and anxiety is elimina-

ted or controlled.

The study b/ of the rCBF changes from rest during speech and

humming involved a sufficient number of subjects (neurologically

normal patients) to allow the use of fg and a full use of the

spatial resolution of the rCBF system for the regional analysis.

In contrast to a/ the regional flow distribution was of prime

interest rather than the mean hemisphere flow. The method to make

"t-maps" from unpaired t-tests to find regions with significant

CBF changes occurring in all subjects, rather than in just a few,

was found to be useful. Also the method to produce activa-

tion/stimulation maps, where two similar and partly overlapping

procedures are used to change the rCBF from rest, proved to be

valuable. The similarities and differencies in the two procedu-

res, together with a careful analysis of the performed functions,

considerably simplified the functional interpretation. The study

showed that the rCBF increase during speech was slightly but

significantly higher in the right hemisphere. Regional analysis

revealed multiple regions in both hemispheres with significant

rCBF increase from rest during speech and humming. A functional

interpretation of the rCBF distribution led to the conclusion

that vocal activation appears to require a collaboration of both

hemispheres in various functional patterns.
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Thus both studies, despite their different approaches, have the

common feature of exemplifying the potential for studies of brain

functions with IV rCBF systems.

DISCUSSION

At rCBF measurements the 133-Xenon is carried into the brain by

each flow component in an amount that is proportional to its flow

value. Thus, in the initial part of the clearance curves most of

the 133-Xenon will be in high flow tissue, very little in low

flow compartments, and none in unperfused tissue. The high flow

compartments, nowever, ara also the first to be cleared. Conse-

quently, the high flow dominance in the earliest part of the

clearance curves is gradually replaced by a dominance for the low

flow components in the later parts of the curves. These facts,

together with the prerequisites for the validity of the theoreti-

cal model for the clearance of an inert gas (Kety 1951) which are

summarized in the theory section provide the possibilities and

limitations of rCBF technique.

In the high (fg >_ 50 ml*100 g »min" ) flow range (except for

excessive high flow like A-V shunting), the prerequisites for the

validity of the rCBF theory are fulfilled to the extent that

enables reliable quantitative measurements of the cerebral high

flow components in the grey matter with the use of the earliest

part of the clearance curves. Thus for IV and IH rCBF biexponen-

tial analysis (Obrist et al. 1975) with a SFT < 1.5 min. provides

fg values that under normal conditions can be expected to be

closely correlated to cortical metabolism and function.
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In the low flow range, however, especially in pathological
conditions with cerebrovascular occlusions, the conditions for
valid quantitative rCBF measurements are generally not fulfilled.
In the low flow range the CBF values should be seen as qualitati-
ve estimations of the cerebral blood flow rather than quantitati-
ve measurements. In the low flow range the non-parametrical
(monoexponential) CBF indices are more reliable estimators of the
flow in the cortical grey matter than the fg values from biexpo-
nential analysis, because of the "slippage" between the flow
compartments in the biexponential analysis when the flow distri-
bution is no longer strictly bimodal (Risberg et al. 1975). At
rCBF measurements in pathological conditions with vascular occlu-
sions and infarcted cerebral matter the decreased blood flow may
be entirely undetectable at two-dimensional rCBF measurements
(paper II), since radiation from 133-Xenon in normally perfused
tissue dominates the clearance curve. At SPECT measurements,
however, the infarct can be detected by the locally lower amount
of radiation from the radioactive tracer substance (Lassen 1981).

The different properties of the measurements in the high and the
low flow range have in consequence that rCBF measurements with
133-Xenon can not be considered a method that is suitable for the
unexperienced user. Careful evaluation of the measurement condi-
tions and knowledge of their effects on the rCBF measurements is
usually necessary to achieve reliable results. A second conse-
quence is that the method of 133-Xenon administration and of the
flow analysis from the clearance curves critically influences the
rCBF results. Thus, no rCBF system - especially not commercially
available ones - can be treated as a "black box" with uncondi-
tional acceptance of the relevance of the flow values. Especially
the high flow sensitivity, which is essential for studies of
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cerebral activations, is a factor which should be critically

evaluated for each IV and IH rCBF system. Also the influence on

the rCBF values of measurement artefacts such as radiation from

the airways or misalignment of the clearance curves at the flow

analysis should be considered.

The variability of the rCBF values at resting wakefulness was for

normals found to be dominated by biological factors. In patholo-

gical conditions, however, estimation of the measurement error

may be a valuable aid in the evaluation of the rCBF results. Both

in normal and pathological conditions there are large amounts of

information in the rCBF measurements that has to be considered in

the evaluation of the results. This evaluation can be considerab-

ly simplified by the use of computer-aided methods for determina-

tion of the significant part of the rCBF information, such as the

t-test maps in paper VI. Since at present time there is a rapid

increase in the availability of computer facilities, this part of

rCBF methodology is presumably in the beginning of a rapid

development which will substantially simplify the interpretation

of rCBF results and aid in their clinical application.

In conclusion, although IV rCBF measurement is a method with

considerable theoretical and practical difficulties, it is also a

method with a large potential for atraumatic studies of brain

functions. Especially the ability to make group comparisons with

a sufficiently large number of subjects to enable a differentia-

tion between the individual mode of cerebral activation, and the

activation which is a necessary part of the performance of a

tested function, is a feature of the IV rCBF system that only

with great difficulty can be achieved with more complicated
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systems like the PET. Thus IV rCBF with two- or three-dimensional
technique may still piay an important role in the future study of
the brain despite the development of more advanced methods.
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